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Lateral solld phase epitaxy(L― SPE)of amOrphOus Si(a… Sl)fllms deposited on
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planar S102 patterns.  So, in this paper we investigate the LttSPE characteris―
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In the experiment, Si卜 l fllms were deposited on n■ type (100)Si Wafers by
pl asma― enhanced chemical vapor depositlon and patterned aloOg く001> directlon of

the substrate.  The wafers were then locally oxidized in wet 02 atmosphere at
1025° C and the SiN masks were etched.  Thicknesses of the S102 fll議 S ranged from
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tl cleaning at 800° C for 30min. Si fllms
about 250nm thick were deposlted on the wafers at a substrate temperature around
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investigate the lmpurity effect in L― SPE[305].  The implanted conditions were so
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growth areas were observed by a 卜lomarskl optical microscope after Wrioht etChing.

Figure l shows a cross― sectlon SEM micrograph for
thick LOCOS S102 film`  卜le can see that the transition
edge is less than l llm and that the step height at the
the film thickness.

a sample with a 290nr,t-
reg'ion at the pattern
edge is about one half of

F'igure 2 shows the variation of the L-SPE length along a <010> direction in
the undoped and P-doped samples with the anneafing time at 600"C. The thickness
of the Si02 film was about 470nm in these samples. !^le can see from this figure
that the L:SPE characteristics are essentially the same as those in the samples
with planar Si02 patterns except that the initial acceleration of the L-SPE rate,
which is known [o occur in the L-SPE along the <010> direction due to the <110>
facet formation[6], is not so pronounced in the L0C0S ^samples. That 'is, in the
undopecl film, the saturated growth rate (about 1.1x16-Ucm/s) was almost the same

as the rate in the planar samples[?,6], though the L-SPE length (about 4.5pm)
was a little shorter because of the small acceleration of the growth rate in the
initial stage.
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In case of the P-doped sample, the L-SPE length was about 44 um, which vras

much longer than that in the previous report[3]. However, we can say from
another experiment using a planar structure that the enhancement of the L-SPE
length'is not due to the L0C0S structure, but it is probably due to implovement
of the vacuum pressure during deposition of Si fi lms. That is, jt was found
that the L-SPE length exceeded 50um in the planar samples prepared in the vacuum
system described ahove and that the increase of the L-SPE length is not due to
enhancement of the growth rate but due to de'l ay of polycrystal lization of the
film. hle can say from these results that the L-SPE characteristics of the P-
doped L0C0S samples are almost the same as those of the planar samp'les except
the'initial acceleration stage. The L-SPE characteristics of the undoped and P-
cfoped samples with thinner S'i02 films were almost the same as those in Fig.Z.
In'case of B-doped samples, the polycrystallization rate was mttch faster than
that in the uncloped samples, as can Lre predicted from the p'l anar samples[5]' and
the L-SPE length in the LOC0S samples was about 6.5 um.

l,le conclude from these results that the L-SPE characterist'ics along the
<010> direction in the samples vrith non-planar Si02 patterns do not so differ
from those in the samples with planar patterns except the'initial acceleration
stage, i f the patterns are formed by the L0C0S method and i f dense a-Si fi I ms

prepared by ion implantation are used.
The authors are grateful to l)r. H.Yamamoto for his useful discussion.
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Fig。 1 Cross―section SEM
a pattern edge of
fllm.

mlcrograph of
a LOCOS S102
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Fig.Z L-SPE length along a <010>
direction in undoped and
P-doped L0C0S samp'les as a

function of annealing time
at 600oC.
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